CONNECTING THE MARINE INDUSTRY

We started our company with one goal in mind: to improve the
relationship between man and machine. To do so, we built a
single platform for the marine industry that would integrate data,
sensors, and vehicles into one robotic system. The OPENSEA™
operating platform represents a decade of development and
cross-manufacturer partnership.
With OPENSEA, the marine industry now has a distributed
framework for complex robotic environments. It increases
productivity by working smarter, and accomplishing more
advanced tasks. And, as a modular system, OPENSEA is easily
scalable to grow and adjust to fit your changing needs.
OPENSEA can amplify a vehicle’s capabilities by connecting
additional devices and systems, including inertial navigation and
vehicle automation. Products from different manufacturers can
connect and work together. In fact, it can network thousands of
sensors, devices, and software operating systems.
What can OPENSEA do for you?

4 Provide a universal workspace (user interface) for all sensors,
devices, and vehicles

4 Provide a platform for integration of devices and technologies
4 Allow you to accommodate customers with specific needs that
don’t currently conform to a specific product

4 Add inertial navigation and vehicle control such as station
keeping and automation or autonomy
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We believe integrated systems will be the key to success and growth in the
marine industry in the new economy. Our flexible packages are designed to
evolve along with your needs and our industry. The Greensea team is dedicated
to the integration and amplification of your system. We are excited to help you
accomplish your greater mission more efficiently and expediently. Ultimately,
we never lose sight of this simple truth: your success is our success.

WE GET YOU WHERE
YOU WANT TO GO
STIDD Systems, Inc. created the most widely used, military-grade, Diver
Propulsion Device (DPD) in the world, and now this certified, patented
vehicle is providing an unprecedented capability that bridges the gap
between man and machine. The new RNAV2 with AP2 Autopilot fulfills
STIDD’s long-time goal of providing a manned
semi-autonomous, or fully-autonomous DPD
with high accuracy rates.
In close collaboration with STIDD, Greensea
integrated the OPENSEA operating platform,
INSpect navigation, and Balefire control products
into the STIDD vehicle to help deliver the diver
where they want to go.
“The diver has a lot going on—especially a combat diver on
a DPD flying underwater at three or four knots. If you ask a
combat swimmer ‘what do you need to make this mission
possible?’ they are not going to mention a piece of high-tech
equipment. They are going to tell you, ‘I need to get to Point
B, period.’ That’s our job—to get them there. We are building
a ‘get me where I want to go’ system.”
Ben Kinnaman
Diver and Greensea President and CEO

PROVEN DPD
NEW CAPABILITIES
With hundreds of units in operation by maritime forces, the
STIDD Diver Propulsion Device (DPD) offers combat swimmers
a NAVSEA 9310-certified, ANU-listed, underwater mobility
system that is proven, fast, robust and reliable. The new
RNAV2 offers SOF personnel the unprecedented capability of a
navigation tool for precise clandestine subsea navigation, mine
countermeasures, beach reconnaissance, ship-attack, missions,
object identification, and AUV operations.
“I have been testing and using diver navigation and
handheld sonar systems since 1977, and I can say
there’s nothing else like the RNAV2. All the things
the military diving community kept asking for are
finally real. It’s extremely accurate, easy to use, and it
just keeps getting better—now the system can even
operate in a fully autonomous mode.”
Bill Hellman
STIDD Systems, Inc., Director of Diving Operations
U.S. Navy SEAL (retired)

DE-MINING WITH
MILITARY PRECISION

The Teledyne SeaBotix SmartFlight™ system, powered by
Greensea, has been used by the U.S. Navy explosive ordnance
disposal (EOD) teams since 2014. SmartFlight was designed in
partnership with SeaBotix to be technically robust, easy-to-use,
and very precise—qualities essential for working in a variety
of high-pressure situations. This technology is commercially
available today to inspect whatever is important to you—including
pipelines, fish, risers, pylons, tunnels, harbors, and hulls.
Greensea is a U.S. small business and we are proud of our
expanding presence in the U.S. military.

The appearance of U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) visual
information does not imply or constitute DOD endorsement.

“Teledyne SeaBotix is proud of our long standing
partnership with Greensea. The Greensea navigation
and control products provide our customers with
the tools they need to be responsive to many diverse
and demanding applications. We highly value their
collaborative approach, which helps us deliver
exceptional value to our customers.”
Jon Kemper
Engineering Manager, SeaBotix
Teledyne Marine
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THE GREENSEA WORKSHIRT
“I wanted to make sure that as Greensea developed this technology, when all of
these super-smart engineers around here get themselves dressed in the morning
and look at each other, that they are seeing some guy in the field wearing a
uniform—like our armed service vendors, like our defense customers, and like our
commercial offshore users.
And, I wanted to make sure that every single day there is a direct relationship
between the technology that we are developing, our engineers, and their end-users.
That defines our culture.”
Ben Kinnaman
CEO and President

STREAMLINED
OPERATIONS FOR
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
The Exocetus Coastal Glider is a versatile, long-duration autonomous
vehicle that can carry extensive payload. It is designed to operate
well in the changing salinity conditions common along the coast
and provide an open architecture for ease of use. Using Greensea’s
OPENSEA operating platform, users can add or change scientific
sensors without requiring a trip back to the lab to reconfigure
hardware and software.
“Changing out sensors used to be a big deal, but
Greensea makes it easy, due to their native support for
thousands of sensors. Plus, they are great people to
work with and very accommodating.”
Joe Turner
Co-Founder, Exocetus Autonomous Systems

MODULAR
TASK-SPECIFIC DESIGN
With more than 3,500 observation-class remotely operated vehicles
(ROVs) in the field, VideoRay hears a lot about what the industry
wants—namely, a vehicle customized to “help me get my job done.”
The new Mission Specialist Series (MSS) is designed to meet this
need by offering task-specific configurations. The modular hardware
design is supported by Greensea’s modular operating platform,
OPENSEA. Together, the MSS provides an optimized, streamlined
experience to help users be more productive.
“I am extremely impressed with how easily and how well
Greensea integrated their software with our new MSS
architecture. This is a big advance for ease-of-use and
simplifying the operation of such a powerful platform—
particularly the dialed-in performance of the automated
control modes, such as auto heading and depth. We
couldn’t be more pleased to add Greensea to the arsenal
of solutions we can offer to ensure the success of our
customers’ missions.”
Andy Goldstein
Vice President of Engineering, VideoRay

Schmidt Ocean Institute works to advance the frontiers of
global marine research by providing state of the art operational,
technological, and informational support to the pioneering ocean
science and technology development projects. The Greensea
Balefire advanced vehicle control system makes the SuBastian
ROV a highly stable and maneuverable platform, allowing the
pilot and science team to focus on the mission.

EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE
HUNTER
Explosive ordnance disposal just might be the toughest environment
for subsea vehicle control. The risks are high, and performance must
be precise. Deep Ocean Engineering has had the opportunity to
engage in several operations with EOD and security professionals to
demonstrate their state-of-the-art Phantom T5 ROV with proprietary
electric disrupter. Greensea supports their high-thrust ROV with inertial
navigation, automated control, and the Greensea Workspace.
“After a quick and straightforward integration of Greensea’s
system, we ran transects under autonomous control to
locate ‘targets of interest’ using multibeam sonar. A target
was soon identified, and its position marked, in Greensea’s
user interface. We were then able to study the target
using Greensea’s station keeping function. Their system
autonomously brought the ROV back to launch point where
we attached a tool to the ROV’s skid. The ROV was relaunched
and it autonomously returned to the target where we, once
again, entered station keeping mode. The pilot simply used
mouse clicks on Greensea’s user interface to approach
the target in centimeter increments in a cross current of
approximately 1.5 knots, finally placing the tool within a 2 cm
diameter circle multiple times—it was stunning.”
John Bergman
VP of Engineering, Deep Ocean Engineering

UNIVERSAL
WORKSPACE
Using the OPENSEA operating platform, system data
is integrated into one universal user-interface—the
Greensea Workspace.
Sensors become more powerful when they are
connected through OPENSEA because data is
shared and available throughout the system.
Workspaces can be added easily due to the fully
networked architecture.
The task-configurable screen provides data when
you need it and how you need it. Diagnostics,
alarms, annotations, logging, playback, and vehicle
control are all provided in an intuitive workflow.

CONTROL-READY
INERTIAL NAVIGATION
Inspection class and light work class ROVs are being asked to do more
than ever before. This line of small, low-cost inertial navigation systems
(INS) is designed to provide accurate navigation necessary for today’s
complicated tasks. Using Greensea’s patent-pending OPENSEA software
engine, the INSpect GS INS fuses data from available navigation aiding
sensors to produce an accurate and stable navigation estimate.
The INSpect GS is built on a flexible, scalable software and hardware
architecture that enables Greensea to add capability to the system
through plugin software modules. These modules add autopilots
and automation to the basic inertial navigation solution to provide
capabilities such as station keeping, dynamic positioning, target tracking,
and full mission execution.

AN AMAZING VARIETY
OF VEHICLES
Manned or unmanned. On the water or under the water. With
Greensea, it’s have water, will travel. OPENSEA allows us to quickly
integrate a basic control system on vehicles of any size and shape.
Once integration is complete, we can provide a wide variety of
standard upgrades.
The unmanned vehicle pictured below can slip through a small valve
section of a pipeline. When it emerges through to the other side,
it straightens out, becomes rigid, and travels straight ahead. The
Greensea Balefire control system controls it all—vehicle movement,
cameras, lights, etc. The Greensea INSpect GS4 handles navigation
while the Greensea Workspace captures all the data in one place,
provides data recording for all instrumentation, video, and sonar.

EXPERT EXPLORERS
The NOAA Office of Ocean Exploration and Research is the
only federal organization currently dedicated to exploring our
unknown ocean—and since 95% of our ocean is unexplored,
that’s a big job. One of NOAA’s important exploration tools is
the 6000m work-class ROV, Deep Discoverer (D2). D2 has been
running the Greensea system since 2013.

Discovery of the Ghost Octopus was made with the
Deep Discoverer ROV, powered by Greensea

Photos courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Department of Commerce.

RUGGED AND RELIABLE
This Outland ROV is a tough vehicle for tough conditions. Outland
products are made for hard work, a concept we really identify with
here at Greensea. The ROV—and our system—are both hardy enough
to handle Arctic conditions, or conditions in Michigan and Vermont
that may feel like the Arctic.
Outland develops products from actual field experience. Their
practical, straightforward approach to technology has earned them
the confidence of many police departments, scientific organizations,
and commercial service providers.

Students from Northwestern Michigan College.

EXPLORING THE SEA
FLOOR WITH SCRIPPS
The Scripps Oceanography Institute has been a leader in scientific discovery
and advancement since 1903. With three Nobel Prize winners, and about
300 days at sea each year, this hard-working industry icon is one of the
world’s most important centers for ocean research, graduate training, and
public service. The Scripps ROV uses the Greensea INSpect GS1 inertial
navigation system and Balefire vehicle control products.

TOWING STABILITY
Towing an unmanned vehicle through choppy waters is a
lot easier with Greensea adding stability for pitch and roll.
Our flexible, scalable system can work with any vehicle on,
or under, the water—including unmanned towed vehicles
like the BellaMare towfish.
Operators can configure the Greensea Workspace for
hydrographic and oceanographic survey operations and
use the Greensea Balefire control system to provide towed
vehicles with terrain-following and attitude control. The
entire set of capabilities is delivered on the robust, stable
OPENSEA operating platform.

TRAINING TOMORROW’S
MARINE TECHNOLOGISTS
Northwestern Michigan College has a long history with training people
for work in the Great Lakes and the world’s oceans. In 2015, NMC
launched the nation’s first Bachelor of Science degree in marine
technology that focused on the competencies and applied skills needed
to work in multiple sectors of the industry. The Marine Technology
program at NMC teaches students to perform applied technical work
involving the calibration, deployment, operation, maintenance, and
management of marine technology assets. Once these students
graduate, they have interesting job opportunities all over the world.
“From the very beginning, we partnered with Greensea
to outfit our Falcon ROV in an effort to make our training
relevant to the platforms used in today’s industry while
providing our students with cutting-edge technology. This
partnership has led to internship and job opportunities for
our students and multiple connections with other agencies
utilizing our equipment.”
Hans Vansumeren
Northwestern Michigan College

OPEN UP TO THE
POSSIBILITIES,
WITH OPENSEA
Yes is the word our customers—and yours—want
to hear. Thanks to OPENSEA, we can give you the
customized system you want and deliver impressively and
quickly. There’s always a new challenge on the horizon,
and Greensea is here to help you meet it.

Greensea Systems Inc.
10 East Main Street :: PO Box 959 :: Richmond, Vermont 05477
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